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Here, we bind the sodium dependent amino acid transporter on nitrilotriacetic acid/polyethylene glycol functionalized gold sensors in detergents and perform a detergent–lipid exchange with phosphatidylcholine. We characterize the LeuT structure in the adsorbed film by magnetic contrast neutron reflection using the predicted model from molecular dynamic simulations.

Today, novel methodologies to study membrane proteins are much sought to develop biotechnological sensing applications for diagnostics. This is mainly due to the highly amphipathic character of membrane proteins that turns them into biomolecules that are extremely difficult to study. This is demonstrated by the fact that only ~1% of the known total protein structures (101,218 protein crystal structure appeared on the protein data bank on May 20th, 2015) belong to the membrane protein category, yet they are among the most important drug targets and potential biomarkers. In this communication we outline how we control membrane protein tethering on surfaces specifically by using self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) made from a nitrilotriacetic acid/polyethylene glycol (NTA–PEG) anchor and a polyethylene glycol (PEG) spacer (Fig. 1A).

We describe the reconstitution of a lipid environment surrounding a neurotransmitter:sodium symporter (NSS) family member,
the hydrophobic amino acid transporter, LeuT$^{1,2}$ (Fig. 1B), on surfaces. LeuT is a secondary active transporter utilizing the sodium gradient across membranes to drive the transport of the solute against its chemical gradient. Crystal structures of LeuT in detergents showed a compact protein with twelve transmembrane $\alpha$-helices$^3$ while molecular dynamics (MD) simulations predict that this conformation is preserved in a native-like environment.$^3$ On the other hand, protein adsorption to surfaces constitutes a robust approach for sensing applications. However, protein binding at surfaces may induce changes in the protein structure and thus affects the protein function.$^4$ Particularly, membrane protein tethering and the reconstitution of a native-like lipid environment on surfaces represent a major challenge. This is an important step though for fully assessing membrane protein function. There are many strategies for selective protein tethering on surfaces that include irreversible binding (covalent binding via sulfur bridges in cysteine groups to Au substrates$^5$), and reversible binding through (1) the specific avidin–streptavidin binding$^6$ or (2) chelators such as complexes between the divalent metal ions and nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA)$^7$ and others.$^8$ The high affinity (nM range) his-tag–metal–NTA bonds can be easily activated with Cu$^{12+}$ or Ni$^{2+},$ for example,$^7$ while the protein can be eluted with competing chelating agents such as EDTA or imidazole.$^9$ However, a major limitation is the high percentage of non-specific binding on these surfaces, where electrostatic and van der Waals forces play an important role. The high affinity of the metal–NTA technology together with the protein-repelling properties of PEG$^{10}$ constitutes a valid approach to minimize non-specific protein adsorption to surfaces.$^{11,12}$

In this communication we show that NTA–PEG coated Au surfaces can be used to promote the specific immobilization of LeuT in detergents. Moreover, our neutron reflectivity (NR) data confirm the importance of the detergent choice for effective lipid replacement and we present a method that exploits trajectories from MD simulations to analyze NR data using only three parameters. For this we used previously published MD simulations of LeuT in POPC under similar conditions to this work.$^3$ We synthesized NTA–PEG and PEG thiols using a similar procedure to that reported earlier$^{12}$ and produced mixed NTA–PEG SAM by exposing Au coated silica crystals to 1 mM thiol solutions containing different molar proportions of NTA–PEG anchor and PEG thiols in ethanol (Experimental details for synthesis and SAM formation are found in the SI). High resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data confirmed the quality and determined the ratio of NTA–PEG and PEG on the surface (ESI,† Fig. S1), which showed a higher NTA–PEG content than that of the nominal mixture. We then determined the optimal content of NTA–PEG linkers within the SAM in order to obtain minimal non-specific protein binding. This was done by measuring quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) signals before and after imidazole and detergent washes of pre-adsorbed LeuT in detergents (ESI,† Fig. S2 and S3) as well as for the soluble bovine serum albumin that is often used to assess non-specific binding on surfaces$^{13}$ (ESI,† Fig. S4). As for previous results,$^{5,12}$ non-specific binding increased with the NTA–PEG linker content until non-specific binding dominates protein binding to pure NTA-PEG SAM. We observed that 10% NTA–PEG and 90% PEG SAM gave similar non-specific binding to that of a SAM lacking the NTA–PEG linker. Thus, we continued with this NTA–PEG composition in all following experiments. Interestingly, a non-linear relationship is found between the adsorbed amount of protein and the NTA–PEG content (ESI,† Fig. S3 and S4) suggesting that the NTA–PEG anchor preferentially binds the Au surface in agreement with our XPS results.

We then proceeded to replace the detergent with lipids using the Tiberog (or mixed lipid/detergent micelle) approach,$^{14}$ which is based on the higher aqueous solubility of the detergent with respect to the lipid. This method was proposed earlier for biomembrane reconstitution of a membrane protein immobilized via the Ni–NTA technology on non-PEGylated linkers.$^{15}$ Initially, two different detergents, $n$-dodecyl $\beta$-D-maltopyranoside (DDM) or maltose-neopentyl glycol (MNG-3), were used for the preparation of LeuT. Both detergents are known to preserve the stability and activity of LeuT.$^{16}$ QCM-D was used to follow the changes in frequency and dissipation as a function of time and in this way follow the LeuT immobilization process and the reconstitution of a lipid environment in situ (Fig. 2). For adsorption processes in general, the QCM-D signals typically show a decrease in frequency and an increase in dissipation while the opposite is true for desorption processes. First, the detergent was introduced to the liquid flow cell to avoid the dilution of the detergent upon addition of LeuT leading to reversible detergent adsorption (ESI,† Fig. S5). Secondly, LeuT in detergents was added and, as expected, protein binding occurred within minutes. The QCM-D data show an interfacial process in which mass adsorption
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**Fig. 2** QCM-D frequency and dissipation of overtone 7 for LeuT adsorption in detergents (blue trace: DDM; black trace: MNG-3) onto a NTA–PEG SAM at 14 °C. The NTA–PEG SAM was first equilibrated in a detergent-free buffer. Then, the detergent containing buffer was flushed to the surface followed by LeuT in a detergent buffer. Next, the surface was flushed with a detergent containing buffer to remove all unbound protein from the liquid flow cell. Then, POPC was added to the detergent (molar ratio detergent : POPC of 5 : 1) followed by a final rinse (30 min at 10 $\mu$L min$^{-1}$) with a detergent and lipid free buffer. During the membrane re-lipidation, significant changes in the QCM-D signals were observed upon lipid addition and detergent removal for DDM only.
is followed by desorption prior to stabilization, and the extent of excess adsorption seems to depend on the detergent choice. This signal is a signature for the adsorbed layer formation from soft self-assembled aggregates where adsorption is accompanied by the release of water from aggregates.\(^{17}\) The equilibrium QCM-D signal, on the other hand, did not depend on the detergent type. Moreover, controls show minimal protein binding on pure PEG surfaces or detergent binding on NTA–PEG surfaces (ESI,† Fig. S3 and S5).

Subsequently, we removed LeuT from the bulk solution by flushing with a detergent-rich buffer followed by rinsing with a buffer containing 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (POPC) in detergents at a molar ratio of 1 : 5. The change in frequency and dissipation was in this case detergent type dependent: a slight decrease in the frequency and constant dissipation was observed for LeuT in MNG-3 while a considerable decrease in frequency and an increase in dissipation occurred for DDM. Moreover, a major increase in frequency occurred upon rinsing with a detergent-free buffer suggesting a mass loss when DDM was used. Thus, POPC clearly induces changes in the structure of the LeuT–detergent layer for DDM only. This dramatic change may be a consequence of restructuring and decoupling (swelling) the adsorbed layer from the surface that leads to (i) water incorporation on the surface upon addition of lipids and (ii) lipid/detergent when diluting DDM. Since the QCM-D signals remained stable upon POPC addition and after MNG-3 removal by rinsing with a detergent-free buffer, we conclude that the use of MNG-3 is key to stabilize the adsorbed LeuT-lipid layer. This, to our knowledge, is the first reported case of such behavior for DDM.

To establish whether this layer stabilization is due to lipid–detergent exchange on the surface, we performed magnetic contrast neutron reflection (NR) using a polarized neutron beam and \(\text{D}_2\text{O}\)-matched phosphatidylcholine (dPC).\(^{18}\) In this way, the lipid–detergent exchange process could be followed due to the isotopic contrast between the hydrogen-rich detergent and the deuterium-rich PC. We monitored the reflectivity during incubation with both dPC and MNG-3 (ESI,† Fig. S6), and after extensive rinsing with a detergent-free buffer (Fig. 3A). The NR data showed a shift in the positioning of the fringe minimum towards a higher momentum transfer vector \(Q\) and a slight decrease in the reflectivity around this minimum. Upon rinsing with a detergent-free solution, there was no further change in the reflectivity profile even after 4 h of rinsing at 20 \(\mu\text{L} \text{min}^{-1}\) (ESI,† Fig. S6). This suggests that dPC exchanges the detergent in the presence of MNG-3. Moreover, the data suggest that the lipid–detergent exchange occurs within the first 10 min of incubation (duration of the first measurement) as no more changes were observed even after 4 h rinsing with detergent free buffer. This is to our knowledge the first time that lipids are shown to effectively exchange detergents surrounding a membrane protein prior to rinsing with a detergent free buffer. We cannot though – at this stage – completely disregard the presence of some hydrogenated detergent in the adsorbed layer.

We then measured NR profiles after the lipid exchange with surfactant-free \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\) and a \(\text{D}_2\text{O}\)-based buffer over a complete Q-range (Fig. 3B). Due to the high complexity of the interfacial structure, we created a combined scattering length density (SLD) profile for the whole interface by taking the SLD obtained using the traditional box model to fit the substrate (NTA–PEG–Au–Ni/Fe–SiO\(_2\)–Si, ESI,† Fig. S1) added to the density profiles obtained from atomistic MD simulations of LeuT in POPC (biomembrane) under similar conditions.\(^{3}\) The detailed MD trajectories used for this analysis were extracted from simulations published earlier.\(^{3}\) This composite modeling approach allowed the molecular structure of the protein in the adsorbed layer to be used to constrain our fit to the NR data. By separating the lipid and solvent densities from the protein (normalized by their volume and number ratio) from the MD simulations we could analyze the NR data using only three parameters: the biomembrane coverage, number of lipids per protein and the water ratio in the biomembrane. Best fits were obtained for 45% biomembrane area coverage composed of 83 lipids per LeuT molecule, and by increasing the water contribution by a factor of 2.5. The latter affects mainly the headgroup region as the water contribution in the lipid core is close to zero.\(^{3}\) The outstanding
quality of the fit (Fig. 3B) suggests that the protein retains the conformation predicted by the MD simulation. Such fit quality could not be obtained using a standard box approach (ESI,† Fig. S7).

The fitted number of lipids per protein is low. However, the higher water content (suggested by the increased water contribution) around the intra- and extracellular parts of the protein can in part compensate for this lower ratio. In fact, $2 \pm 3$ lipids/LeuT are necessary to cover one molecular shell of lipids around the LeuT as calculated by using a 3.9 Å cut off for the C–C distance in the MD simulations.† Thus, the adsorbed layer (with ≈45% surface coverage) is probably mainly composed of LeuT surrounded by smaller lipid patches on the surface around the active NTA–PEG sites. An alternative approach to create a continuous biomembrane is to include lipids that can bind to the NTA–PEG anchor as the protein does.†

Finally, we compared the expected (simulated) NR profiles for LeuT with and without bound leucine as predicted by the MD simulations published earlier3,20,21 (ESI,† Fig. S8). The modeled differences in NR profiles between these two states are at the limits of detection, but could be distinguished by following the changes in spin-asymmetry using polarized NR, combined with specific deuteration of the protein to offer additional contrast. Furthermore, the change in LeuT conformation upon leucine binding needs to be produced experimentally by sodium-mediated ligand transport (and thus requires the formation of a tight biomembrane) or via the use of a binding site mutant that does not bind leucine.

Here, we have shown for the first time that it is possible to constrain the analysis of NR data more realistically, with fewer free parameters, by parameterizing the density profiles obtained for membrane protein containing biomembranes from atomistic MD simulations (rather than forcing a structural model using boxes/layers).22,23 Previously, density profiles from MD simulations of lipid monolayers were compared to those fitted to NR data.24

**Experimental section**

**Neutron reflectivity (NR)**

In a specular (mirror like) NR experiment, the intensity of reflected neutrons ($I$) is measured as a function of $Q$ perpendicular to the interface, giving the averaged composition and structure of an interface (perpendicular to the surface). The reflectivity profiles for the substrates were analyzed by fitting a simulated reflectivity curve of a model structure of the system to the experimental data using the software Motofit.27 The density profiles were extracted by MD simulations performed on the same system using the VMD plugin28 and combined with the characterized lower surface layers using custom procedures within the RasCAL software (see ESI,† for further details). Polarized NR experiments were performed on the POLREF instrument at ISIS, Oxfordshire, UK. The Au coated Si-fermalloy surfaces were first characterized before exposure over 6 h to NTA-PEG (10 mol%) and PEG thiol (90 mol%) solutions to a total concentration of 150 mM in ethanol, rinsed in ethanol, MilliQ water, CuSO$_4$ solution, and 50 mM Tris buffer pH 8 containing 199 mM KCl and 1 mM NaCl prior to characterization of the NTA–PEG layer in D$_2$O and H$_2$O contrast. LeuT (300 nM) was then injected in MNG-3 (0.05 wt%) containing buffer and characterized by NR. Then, 0.0083 mol% lipids in MNG-3 containing buffer were added and NR collected prior to rinsing at 100 μL min$^{-1}$ with a detergent-free buffer. The final NR characterization was performed both in D$_2$O and H$_2$O rich buffer solutions. QCM-D experiments were performed using the same detergent, lipid and protein concentrations.

**Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D)**

A Q-Sense E4 system was used. Au sensors were modified with NTA-PEG SAMs as described in SI. Sensors were dried under nitrogen flow and mounted into the flow cells. Then they were equilibrated in water until a stable signal was observed prior to use. The flow rate was maintained throughout the whole experiment at 50 μL min$^{-1}$ until the point of detergent dilution where the flow rate was reduced to 10 μL min$^{-1}$. Experiments were performed at 20 °C.

**Conclusions**

In this communication we have demonstrated that (1) the choice of detergent is crucial for the stabilization of a LeuT–lipid layer on surfaces, (2) lipids effectively exchange with detergents in a LeuT adsorbed layer prior to detergent removal, with no major changes in the adsorbed biomembrane structure taking place upon detergent removal, and (3) the number of free parameters for fitting NR data can be reduced by parameterizing the density profiles obtained from atomistic MD simulations. This approach opens up many possibilities to model complex biointerfaces including transmembrane and membrane bound proteins. For example, the NTA–PEG approach could be used as an alternative for larger membrane bound proteins such as the CYP450s that have been shown to change their conformational equilibration in nanodisc films using NR.30
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